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TOGETHER COLORADO
2021 LEGISLATIVE SUMMARY

Together Colorado is a nonpartisan, multi-racial, multi-faith
community organization
comprised of 220 congregations,
schools, clergy and faith leaders
across the state and a member
of Faith in Action with 1,000
religious congregations in more
than 200 cities and towns
through its 45 local and state
federations.

We organize to advance human
dignity in Colorado communities.

PROMOTING A HUMAN DIGNITY
LEGISLATIVE AGENDA
During the 2021 Colorado Legislative Session, Together Colorado
encouraged our state elected officials to advance our human dignity
legislative agenda. As a member-led organization, we identified
three pieces of legislation to prioritize: SB21-173 to strengthen
renters' rights, HB21-1117 to expand affordable housing, and HB211142 to reform the discriminatory police practice known as a
showup. Together Colorado Federated Committees supported
additional legislation that will keep families together regardless of
immigration status, improve conditions for agricultural workers,
clean up our air and water, and make sure every child in Colorado
has the resources they need to thrive. This session, Together
Colorado Leaders and Faith Leaders demonstrated tremendous
grassroots organizing power to stand with all our neighbors, no
matter what we look like or where we come from.
Below we highlight Together Colorado's legislative priorities and the
organizing done by Together Colorado Leaders to make Colorado a
state where all of us - Black, brown, white, long-time resident or
newcomer - can thrive.
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LEGISLATIVE WRAP-UP
The first regular session of the 73rd General
Assembly began in January 2021 and adjourned on
June 8, 2021.
Together Colorado, along with our partners,
organized to expand affordable housing, strengthen
renters' rights, and limit and reform the biased
police practice known as a showup. We navigated
yet another legislative session shaped by the COVID19 pandemic. We organized almost exclusively
online, hosting more Zoom meetings than we can
count, and our leaders stayed online for hours to
give remote testimony at the legislature. Although
we couldn't work together in person, we deepened
our relationships with each other and our
community and labor partners. All the while, we
faced a backdrop of a deadly pandemic that laid
bare existing racial and economic inequalities,
making our work even more critical.
This year, all of our Together Colorado priority bills
passed through the legislature. HB21-1142 to
reform the discriminatory police practice known as a
showup passed with bipartisan support through the
House and unanimously through the Senate. We
achieved something that has never been done
before: community members, the criminal defense
bar, multiple district attorneys, and police chiefs all
supported a criminal justice bill.

Our #KeepColoradansHoused bill to expand
renters’ rights, SB21-173, provides Colorado renters
necessary protections including eviction court
reform, capping late fees, and allowing renters
more time to come up with rent and avoid eviction.
Together Colorado’s other priority housing bill,
HB21-1117, will enable local governments to
expand their affordable housing options. This bill
passed early in the session and was signed into law
in April.
In addition to our priority housing and
transforming justice legislation, the vast majority of
bills that Together Colorado Leaders supported
passed this year. Although some legislation was
watered down from its original vision, overall, this
year held many significant victories for immigration
reform, climate justice, and reforming our
inequitable tax system.
Thank you to all who testified, called, sent letters,
shared information, and showed up in solidarity to
rallies, actions, and hearings. Your bold leadership
within Together Colorado and your participation in
the legislative session was invaluable. This year, the
unified voice of our multi-faith community made a
significant impact on the lives of hundreds of
thousands of Coloradans.

THIS YEAR, THE UNIFIED VOICE OF OUR MULTI-FAITH COMMUNITY
MADE A SIGNIFICANT IMPACT ON THE LIVES OF HUNDREDS OF
THOUSANDS OF COLORADANS.
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TOGETHER COLORADO LEGISLATIVE ACTIONS

1,202

Letters sent to legislators in support of reforming the police practice
of showups, renters' rights, inclusionary zoning, tax fairness, and
reducing greenhouse gas emissions.

145

Tweets sent to legislators in support of reforming the police
practice of showups, renters' rights, inclusionary zoning, tax
fairness, and reducing greenhouse gas emissions.

501

Signatures from Colorado Faith Leaders to support police reform,
housing justice, and tax fairness.

2,736

Messages sent by Together Colorado Leaders on OutreachCircle to
their networks in support of reforming the police practice of
showups, renters' rights, inclusionary zoning, tax fairness, and
reducing greenhouse gas emissions.

15

100+

Leaders gave testimony at the Colorado State Legislature.

Leader-led meetings with legislators and community stakeholders.
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2021 HUMAN DIGNITY LEGISLATIVE AGENDA
The following is a complete list of bills that Together Colorado supported during the 2021 legislative
session by endorsing, lobbying, or providing testimony.

TRANSFORMING JUSTICE

HB21-1142: Eyewitness Identification Showup
Regulations
(Together Colorado Priority Bill)
Sponsors: Rep. Jennifer Bacon and Sen. Julie Gonzales

This bill reforms the harmful police practice known as a
showup, an unreliable identification procedure used by law
enforcement where a lone individual is presented in person to
an eyewitness to determine if that individual committed the
crime. Showups are discriminatory and lead to wrongful
convictions. This bill standardizes and limits the use of
showup procedures and expands training and data collection
about the procedure across the state.

SB21-173: Rights in Residential Lease Agreements

HOUSING JUSTICE

(Together Colorado Priority Bill)
Sponsors: Sen. Julie Gonzales, Sen. Dominick Moreno, Rep. Yadira
Caraveo, Rep. Serena Gonzales-Gutierrez

SB21-173 bolsters the rights of Colorado renters by instituting
a cap on late fees, requiring fee transparency in leases, and
allowing renters more time to pay back rent to avoid eviction.
The legislation also includes eviction court reform: tenants can
now discuss dangerous or unhealthy living conditions as a
defense in court and landlords will face a penalty if they
illegally lock out tenants.

HB21-1117: Local Government Authority Promote
Affordable Housing
(Together Colorado Priority Bill)
Sponsors: Rep. Susan Lontine, Rep. Serena Gonzales-Gutierrez, Sen.
Julie Gonzales, Sen. Robert Rodriguez

This bill will give local governments more tools to create and
expand the pool of affordable housing in their community. By
removing an existing legal barrier, HB21-1117 empowers local
officials, if they choose to use it, to meet the needs of their
communities by offering a variety of ways to provide
affordable housing.
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IMMIGRATION JUSTICE
SB21-131: Protect Personal Identifying Information Kept By State
Sponsors: Sen. Julie Gonzales, Rep. Serena Gonzales-Gutierrez

This bill sets protections for statewide databases, requires a warrant in order for 3rd parties or
federal agencies to access personal identifying information (PII), and includes measures for
accountability for violations.

SB21-199: Removing Barriers to Public Benefits
Sponsors: Sen. Sonya Jaquez Lewis, Sen. Faith Winter, Rep. Daneya Esgar, Rep. Serena Gonzales-Gutierrez

This bill eliminates the requirement to check for lawful presence when applying for state and
local public benefits.

SB21-233: Unemployment Assistance for Left Behind Workers
Sponsors: Sen. Robert Rodriguez, Sen. Chris Hansen, Rep. Adrienne Benavidez, Rep. Serena GonzalesGutierrez

This bill establishes the Left-Behind Workers Program to provide unemployment assistance
relief payments to individuals who are ineligible for regular unemployment benefits due to
their immigration status.

HB21-1194: Legal Defense Fund
Sponsors: Rep. Kerry Tipper, Rep. Naquetta Ricks, Sen. Dominick Moreno

This bill creates a statewide legal defense fund grant program to provide free legal services for
people in deportation proceedings.
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CLIMATE JUSTICE
SB21-087: Agricultural Workers Rights
Sponsors: Sen. Jessie Danielson, Sen. Dominick
Moreno, Rep. Karen McCormick, Rep. Yadira Caraveo

This bill codifies rights for agricultural workers
related to health and safety, housing, the right to
organize, the right to access advocates and service
providers, fair pay, minimum wage, and extreme
overwork protections.

SB21-200: Reduce Greenhouse Gases Increase Environmental Justice
Sponsors: Sen. Faith Winter, Sen. Dominick Moreno, Rep. Dominique Jackson

If passed, this bill would have set strong, enforceable rules to limit pollution from the electricity, oil
and gas, transportation, and building sectors and created tools to engage and empower
disproportionately impacted communities.

HB21-1189: Regulate Air Toxics
Sponsors: Rep. Adrienne Benavidez, Rep. Alex Valdez, Sen. Julie Gonzales, Sen. Dominick Moreno

This bill requires real-time fenceline monitoring of air toxics from 4 facilities and requires that data
to be immediately available to the public. It updates emission thresholds and sets standards for
reporting, public notification, and corrective action when leaks occur.

ECONOMIC JUSTICE
HB21-1311 and HB21-1312: The Tax
Fairness for Coloradans Package
Sponsors: Rep. Emily Sirota, Rep. Mike Weissman,
Sen. Chris Hansen, Sen. Dominick Moreno

This legislation will modernize Colorado’s tax code
by expanding eligibility for and more than
doubling the amount of the state Earned Income
Tax Credit (EITC), funding the Colorado Child Tax
Credit (CTC), and supporting small business, all by
closing wasteful tax loopholes that only benefit
the ultra-wealthy and large corporations. The bills
in this package will boost incomes for hundreds of
thousands of Coloradans of all races, ages,
immigration statuses, and ZIP codes.
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THE ROAD AHEAD
No matter what we look like, how long we've been here, or what's in our wallets, we all want to
live in the best places for ourselves and our loved ones. The role of our elected officials is to be
our voice in the halls of democracy and represent all of us - Black, white, brown, newcomer or
long-time Coloradan - no exceptions. Thank you to all the sponsors of the bills above for
standing with community throughout the 2021 Colorado Legislative Session.
At the very end of the session, we gathered in person to witness these bills signed into law.
After a year of organizing amidst a deadly pandemic, we were able to share hugs, laughter, and
even tears together. While we take a moment to celebrate this year's victories, we also have
many fights ahead. We will continue to organize together across faith and racial differences to
ensure that all Coloradans have a safe, affordable place to call home, a rehabilitative justice
system, a welcoming neighborhood, clean air to breathe and clean water to drink, and a robust
social safety net, so every Coloradan has what they need to thrive no matter where we come
from or what we look like.
We are more committed now than ever to this beloved community of leaders, organizers,
educators, friends, and change-makers. This session proves what our collective power can do
when we stand in faith and solidarity with one another.

Rooted in our sacred traditions, we work together to move from fear to liberation, from
violence to life, from isolation to beloved community, so that our thoughts, words and
actions place human dignity and care for creation at the center of public life.
One person, one act at a time, linked together, creating the world that we know is possible.
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